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Sofia Andringa for the many people involved



  

 welcome to LIP

in person is better than online!

2022: 
back to in person!
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 the agenda this week
A few lectures each morning,
covering most of the subjects of your projects

From LIP researchers & graduate students,
you can ask all the questions you want

Hands-on tutorials in the afternoons, 
learn useful tools for your projects & beyond
(these are in parallel: you’ll need to choose)

https://indico.lip.pt/event/1520/

lectures & tutorials
 

also by zoom,
also recorded,

but...

https://indico.lip.pt/event/1520/


  

 the center & surroundings
Your project
this is clearly the main focus for all of us!

Your supervisor, colleagues, group
the supervisor is your main contact;
has everyone already met?

The LIP community
colleagues are spread around in location
but we stay connected to the rest of LIP  

email or slack 

Sofia @ lip.pt
Pteubig @ lip.pt

Raul @ lip.pt
Pbras @ coimbra.lip.pt

Helpdesk @ lip.pt



  

 the agenda further on
Mid-term activities
not centrally planned but 
you’re welcome to propose and we’ll help!

Final workshop in September 7th and 8th
one talk from each project, mark the date!
more details will be given further on

Final papers also expected for each project
check out previous ones in the LIP webpage 

learn also about

the other projects and

the work of your colleagues
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 your questions
Coffee-break times and where to have lunch?

Working times and spaces?

Summer holidays!

Languages...

What else?

?
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